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pioneer djm-900nxsv ($499.99), version 5.0 of the professional dj mixer from pioneer features a redesigned gui, 2x or 4x oversampling, dual
buses, sata power, free-running vcas, improved live effects and a new headphone output. its available for windows vst hosts (32- or 64-bit) for

xp/vista/win 7 and 32-bit vst or au for intel-based macs os x 4.11 and higher; an rtas version is planned. pioneer djm-800nxsv ($399.99) version
4.0 of the professional dj mixer from pioneer features a redesigned gui, a detachable (!) cd (media) deck, dual microphones (headphone

monitoring), a headphone output, a full-duplex headphone mixer, ir remote control, a second headphone output and a power source with a second
usb port. its available for windows vst hosts (32- or 64-bit) for xp/vista/win 7 and 32-bit vst or au for intel-based macs os x 4.11 and higher; an rtas

version is planned. 2rcode ($299.95) version 1.5.0 of the dsp program from 2rcode features a new gui, a large number of plug-ins, 3x
oversampling, 64-bit dsp, user-configurable fx chip, preamp distortion, up to 64 stages of parallel emulation and more. both standalone and

insertable vst and aax formats (32- or 64-bit) are available for windows hosts (32- or 64-bit) for xp/vista/win 7 and 32-bit vst or au for intel-based
macs os x 4.11 and higher; an rtas version is planned. siemens simplex ($129.95) version 1.4 of the music and phase matrix (mpm) utility from

siemens features improved interface, an all-new gui, tools for set-up, control of phase matrix processing, a new analyzer and a new presets
browser, more plug-ins, and improved hi-pass/low-pass filters. its available for windows vst hosts (32- or 64-bit) for xp/vista/win 7 and 32-bit vst or

au for intel-based macs os x 4.
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the 2caudio aether is available as a free download for either mac (rtas, audiosuite, vst, mas) or pc (rtas, audiosuite, vst, directx under windows 95,
98 or nt). the package contains four plug-ins: x-click, for removing impulsive noise like pops and clicks; x-crackle, for removing smaller pops and

clicks and some record surface noise; x-hum, which has eight harmonically linked notch filters that can attenuate ground loop hum by up to -60 db
and a high-pass filter; and x-noise, for removing broadband noise such as record surface noise and air conditioning sound. belchupzak rapid shader
(free) belchupzak rapid shader is a powerful sound design tool that combines a powerful interpolation engine with an advanced waveform shaper.
the sound can be used for mastering, finishing and general sound design. the waveform shaper can be used to achieve various effects, such as a
spectral splitter, phase shifter or audio flanger. it is available as a free download for both mac (rtas, audiosuite, vst, mas) or pc (rtas, audiosuite,

vst, directx under windows 95, 98 or nt); and as an rtas version for intel-based macs os x 4.11 and higher. 2caudio lume ($24.95) version 1.5 of the
lume algorithmic reverb from 2caudio features a revamped gui, 2x and 4x oversampling, 64-bit dsp, band-limited interpolation, variable-quality

modes, mid/side modes, complex stereo modes and more. two $24.95 options are the lume integrity expansion, with an additional 160 presets of
realistic spaces, such as rooms, churches, halls and chambers; and the lume creativity expansion, with 150 thematic presets, huge spaces and

effects. its available for windows vst hosts (32- or 64-bit) for xp/vista/win 7 and 32-bit vst or au for intel-based macs os x 4.11 and higher; an rtas
version is planned. 5ec8ef588b
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